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Full region Signal-enriched region
gg + VBF ! 4` (signal, GH/GSM

H = 1) 2.22 +0.15
�0.17 1.20 +0.08

�0.09
gg + VBF ! 4` (background) 31.1 +3.0

�3.1 2.12±0.21
(a) gg + VBF ! 4` (total, GH/GSM

H = 1) 29.6 +2.8
�2.9 1.73 +0.16

�0.17
gg + VBF ! 4` (total, GH/GSM

H = 15) 51.8 +4.9
�5.0 13.1±1.1

(b) qq̄ ! 4` 154.7±7.4 8.6±0.4
(c) Reducible background 3.7±0.6 0.44±0.08

(a+b+c) Total expected (GH/GSM
H = 1) 188.0±7.9 10.8±0.4

Observed 183 8

Table 1: Expected and observed number of 4` events (sum of the 4e, 4µ and 2e2µ) for the off-
shell analysis region defined by m4` � 220 GeV, and for the signal-enriched region defined by
m4` � 330 GeV and Dgg > 0.65. The abreviation gg is used to denote the gg ! ZZ ! 4`
process, and the abreviation VBF to denote the qq ! ZZ + 2j ! 4`+ 2j process.

events are required to have two well-identified, isolated leptons (e+e� or µ+µ�), each with231

pT > 20 GeV. The invariant mass of the pair is required to be within ±15 GeV of the Z boson232

nominal mass.233

A very large potential background comes from Z + jets events with large mis-measured Emiss
T234

from hadronic recoil, which is hard to model. Other relevant backgrounds are top-quark pro-235

duction (tt ! 2`2n2b and tW ! 2`2nb), and diboson production (WZ ! 3`n, ZZ ! 2`2n,236

and WW ! 2`2n). The top-quark background is suppressed by rejecting events containing237

a bottom-quark decay identified by either the presence of a tagged b-jet or a soft muon. The238

tagged b-jet is required to have pT > 30 GeV and to be reconstructed within the tracker ac-239

ceptance volume. The soft muon is required to have pT > 3 GeV, which is typically produced240

in the leptonic decay of a bottom quark. To reduce the WZ background in which both bosons241

decay leptonically, events containing additional electrons or muons with pT > 10 GeV are re-242

jected. The presence of large Emiss
T is a fundamental feature of the signal signature. To reject the243

bulk of the Z+ jets background, Emiss
T > 80 GeV is required. In addition, events are removed if244

the angle in the azimuthal plane between the Emiss
T vector and the closest jet with pT > 30 GeV245

is smaller than 0.5 radians.246

Selected events are categorised according to the number and topology of reconstructed jets with247

pT > 30 GeV. A event is assigned to the VBF category if the following requirements satisfied:248

the two highest-pT jets in the event have a minimal pseudo-rapidity separation of |Dh| > 4249

and invariant mass > 500 GeV; their pseudo-rapidities are used to define the bounds of the250

so-called central region of the event; the pseudo-rapidity of both lepton candidates lies in the251

central region and no other selected jet with pT > 30 GeV is found in this central region. The252

other events are assigned to the ”0-jet” and ”�1-jet” categories according to number of jets.253

The WZ and ZZ backgrounds are modelled using MC simulation, and are normalized to their254

respective NLO cross sections computed with MCFM. The Z + jets background is modelled255

from an orthogonal control sample of events with a single isolated photon produced in asso-256

ciation with jets (g + jets). The contribution of tt, tW and WW backgrounds is estimated by257

using a control sample of events with dileptons of different flavors (e±µ⌥) that pass all other258

analysis selections. A more detailed description of the background evaluations can be found in259

Ref. [12].260

Following this baseline selection, the analysis uses the reconstructed transverse mass (mT) and261

Emiss
T distributions as final discriminant variables. The mT variable is defined as follows:262


